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Jacky Faber, rich from her exploits diving for Spanish gold, has purchased theLorelei Leeto carry

passengers across the Atlantic. Believing she has been absolved of past sins against the Crown,

Jacky docks in London to take on her crew, but is instead arrested and sentenced to life in the

newly formed penal colony in Australia.Â To add insult to injury, theLorelei Leeis confiscated to

carry Jacky and more than 200 female convicts to populate New South Wales. Not one to give in to

self pity, Jacky rallies her sisters to "better" their position&#151;resulting in wild escapades, brushes

with danger, and much hilarity. Will Jacky find herself a founding mother of New South Wales,

Australia? Not if she has anything to do about it!
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The now 16-year old intrepid Jacky Faber, is back in her 8th action-packed adventure, having

somehow survived everything from life on London's streets as an orphan, to pirates, life at a snooty

New England girls' school, spying in Napoleon's army, serving as a naval lieutenant, and diving for

Spanish gold (these are only a few of Jacky's many adventures that take place in prior novels in the

series). Now rich after skimming just a little bit of gold from the treasure she dutifully turned over to

the Crown , Jacky has purchased and outfitted the Lorelei Lee to carry immigrants across the

Atlantic. Our Jacky is never one to miss a potentially lucrative business opportunity!Jacky docks in

London to finally marry her beloved Jaimy and hire her crew, but alas, things never go smoothly for

our spirited heroine. She discovers Jaimy has been imprisoned and she herself is arrested and will



surely hang for her supposed crimes against the Crown. But once again, Jacky escapes the

hangman's noose and instead is sentenced to be transported along with more than 200 other

female convicts to become "breeders" in the newly formed penal colony in Australia. Having

confiscated Jacky's ship, the Crown uses the Lorelei Lee to carry Jacky and a motley passenger list

of madams, whores, and petty thieves. Not knowing whether she'll ever see her Jaimy again, she

decides to make the best of things on her long voyage While Jacky is travelling the world on her

way to Australia, what has happened to Jaimy? Meyer doesn't shy away from coincidence (or is it

fate, or karma?), and Jaimy, too, is on his way to Australia in a convict ship. Will they ever be

reunited?As usual, Meyer incorporates real historical events and personalities into Jacky's

somewhat fantastic adventures.

One of the happiest things for an avid reader like myself is to discover a new series to enjoy. It

means that you have not only one good book to read, but several! It allows you to space out the

books, interspersing others as necessary, and still be able to come back to the books you're

enjoying so much, and yet have each story break fresh and new and unexpected.This is what I have

been able to experience with the Bloody Jack series by L.A. Meyer. I am a huge fan of pirates, both

fictional and historical (because ninjas suck); I find the lifestyle, the concepts, and the characters

hugely enjoyable. My wife pointed out this series on the shelf of our local bookstore because of that

attraction, and we decided to give it a try. Now, eight months later, I have the bittersweet experience

of having caught up with the series, and so now I must wait for the next book to be published, rather

than simply being able to go buy it when I feel a craving for the adventures of Jacky Faber.And that

craving will come. These books are, without a doubt, the best things I have read this year, and are

certainly now one of my favorite series of books, not least because they are not like anything else I

usually read. There are certain parallels to Naomi Novik's Temeraire series, largely because the two

authors have set their work in the same general time and place, but where those are fantasy, L.A.

Meyer's books are historical fiction at its best. Not only do you get a rollicking good story, but you

get to learn things about the past, and relive some of the golden days of yore.
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